
Cedar Road North Extension 
Project, Deer Park Washington

Northwest Grading vs. Avista Corporation (ELM)
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Northwest Grading began locates on the project on 3/5/2021 in attempt to get all the locates into our GPS system before 
construction began in April. The dig ticket went live the 10th of march and on the 11th Northwest grading went on site to as-
built the locates to save for future. It was quickly realized that the locates were not completed and large portions of the site
had no markings.
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The Northern section of the project had a few old flags laying in the grass and markings around power boxes  but no crossings or
locates between the power boxes. Because of the missing locates another Locate ticket was called in.
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Over the next 20 days we had to re-enter locate tickets to get 
all the locates completed because they had been closed 
without being completed
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Unmarked Power line strike at Gate 8 Manhole 3 
services.  
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Locates coming into back of Power Box but no locates going out of the power box.
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Asbuilt Locates
Yellow- Gas
Red- Power
Orange- Comm
Blue- Water
Green- New Sewer Asbuilt
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Location of Hit power line



6.5.21 
5.18.2021 pictures of the area where known 2-inch, 
unknown ¾ service line off 2-inch
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Approximate location of damaged ¾ Gas line



The most recent gas line that was struck on the project was an unmarked 2-inch line, there was 1 locate for the 3/4-inch gas line, the 3/4-inch 
line was hand excavated and exposed and then excavation continued, and the 2-inch line was struck. Avista Employees arrived and during 
discussion they said they were not aware of the second gas line and believe that the 2-inch was installed to replace the 3/4-inch line, but both 
were live and 2-inch line was not on Avista's map. (Line was struck 7/21/2021) 
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Aprox. Gas line Strike



On 8.5.2021 the Locate ticket called in on 8.2.2021 went live 
and a power line was struck. There was three older locate 
marks that were not refreshed on the new locate coming out 
of the power box with an arrow towards the water tower. 
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Old Locate arrow
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The locates out of the box were 200 feet away from where the line was struck.


